Executive Committee Resolution
Recognizing

Dawn Rohan

Whereas, Dawn served as Intellectual Property Librarian at the Wyoming State Library,

Whereas, Dawn’s tenure at the library was noted for her unfailing commitment to serving all citizens of her state wherever they were,

Whereas, Dawn also matched her efforts in state with her efforts to the PTDLA,

Whereas, Dawn served the PTDLA as Treasurer,

Whereas, Dawn’s excellent work with the Wyoming Inventors Database inspired other states to create similar websites, offering additional outreach to communities,

Whereas, Dawn’s colleagues in the PTDLA could always count on Dawn’s friendship and good advice on any problem,

Be it resolved that the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Association recognizes and honors Dawn Rohan for her leadership and commitment to making patent and trademark information available to the public, and for the many contributions that she has made to both the Patent and Trademark Depository Library Program and the United States Patent and Trademark Office.

Signed,
PTDLA Executive Committee
April, 2010